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8:30  Registration and Morning Coffee

9:00  OPENING   |   Opening remarks from the Chair

9:10   Speed networking

  Get to know your peers right from the start with this informal speed 
networking session. 

9:20 OUTLOOK   |   A review of Australia’s evolving energy market
 —  A review of recent market conditions 

 —  What are the key trends impacting the market?

 —  How renewables are affecting these changes

 —  The impact of gas prices and the challenges of a low carbon 
energy market

 Mark Searle, Principal Consultant, Key Energy & Resources Pty Ltd

9:50 Asset management in the changing energy landscape

  The Western Australian electricity market is changing rapidly and 
Synergy is adapting to a wholesale electricity market with increasing 
levels of electricity being sourced from renewables, including rooftop 
PV, large scale wind and solar.  With a fleet of aging coal and gas 
turbine generation assets, Synergy is reassessing its operation and 
maintenance strategies in order to respond to the volatility of the 
changing energy landscape.

 Barry Ford, General Manager Generation, Synergy

10:30  Refreshment break 

11:00  INTERNATIONAL GUEST SPEAKER   |   Sealing upgrade 
carried out in F6B gas turbine

 — Plant configuration

 — Unit configuration

 — Pre-upgrade performance

 — Standard degradation

 — Proposal for upgrade

 — Changes in turbine parts

 — Cost benefits analysis

  Nirmallyan Sen, Team Leader - Captive Power Plant,  
Haldia Petrochemicals Limited India

11:40  CASE STUDY   |    APLNG Turbines – Reliability 
Improvement Case Studies

 —  Introduction to APLNG and the ConocoPhillips Licenced 
Cascade process, focussing on Gas Turbine drivers and their 
impact upon plant production and efficiency

 —  Turbine Package design: Lessons for project design for 
maintainability

 —  Case study: Reducing spurious instrument trips

 —  Case study: HEPA inlet air filtration

 —  Case study: LM2500+ G4 Engine Reliability Improvement

  Richard Tweedie, Senior Rotating Equipment Engineer, ConocoPhillips

12:20 Q&A Session

12:40 Lunch 

13:50 Risk management challenges of new gas turbine technology
 —  Gas turbine technology is advancing at a quick pace; our clients 
are buying new gas turbines and implementing upgrades to 
existing machines

 —  Adoption of new technology is sometimes based on 
improvements to operational performance, and the Total Cost of 
Risk is not always considered

 —  Historically, insurers and owners have relied on the lead unit 
operating without failure for 8,000 EOH as proof of new gas 
turbine technology

 —  Depending on the gas turbine duty, this can be a long period 
during which there may be challenges for other gas turbine 
owners with similar technology in securing insurance for their 
fleet, which ultimately affects the total cost of risk

 —  FM Global will present our clients’ gas turbine loss history to 
demonstrate why we take such a position with new technology

 —  And would like to open it up to gas turbine owners and OEM’s for 
suggestions on how we can improve on this approach

 —  We will speak about our experiences with different approaches 
adopted by our clients to prove the maturity of new gas turbine 
technology

  Terence Lee, Engineering - Senior Account Engineer and Terence 
Rademeyer, Senior Account Manager, FM Global

14:30  CASE STUDY   |    Investigation into Cleaning Mechanisms 
for Gas Turbine 

  Gas turbine compressors are widely being used in power 
generation, oil and gas operations and aviation sectors. Each 
employ’s either a dynamic axial flow or centrifugal compressor. 
Many of these applications are subject to fouling resulting in a decay 
in compressor performance and efficiency thereby adversely 
affecting plant profitability. On and off-line cleaning culd be an option 
to mitigate compressor performance at an optimum level throughout 
the equipment lifecycle. This, combined with a significant 
improvement in equipment reliability and availability, will ultimately 
result in huge cost savings for the plant operator. 

  This paper presents industry best practice, stating and investigating 
the part that the cleaning media (chemical) and the delivery method 
interact to optimize the cleaning process. The use of chemical 
analysis, measurement and testing procedures are discussed with 
real world case studies used to validate the theory with the practical. 
Delivery methods for the injection of the cleaning media are 
discussed and comparison of design data to real world case studies 
provide validation of the best practice. The application of 
Computational Fluid Dynamic modelling (CFD) is explained with 
actual case history data comparison.

 Martin Howarth, Managing Director, Rochem Technical Services
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GTUF WELCOME RECEPTION
Wednesday 13 November 2019   |   17:00 – 18.00

Take the opportunity to meet and greet your fellow conference attendees over a 
drink at this year’s pre-conference drinks reception at the Brewery at Rydges.

Complimentary attendance for all GTUF Members and conference attendees.



Keep updated on exclusive speaker interviews and other specialist content pieces at 
Informa Insights – www.informa.com.au/insights

8:30  Morning Coffee

9:00  OPENING   |   Opening remarks from the Chair

9:10  Alinta presentation

 Dr Gary Bryant, General Manager Asset Strategy, Alinta Energy

9:50  CASE STUDY   |    High Vibration from Resonance- How to 
recognise it and Deal with It

 —  Recognising resonance and its excitation source

 —  Rotating resonance (critical speed), how to minimise its effect by 
modal balancing

 —  Alarm profiling, a way to keep the machine safe though a critical 
speed

 —  Resonance at running speed. How to detune it or minimise it

  Simon Hurricks, Predictive Maintenance Engineer,  
Genesis Energy | Huntly Power Station

10:30  Refreshment break

11:00  Generator stator remedial works for life extension

  Tony O’Brien, Managing Director, Australian Winders

11:40 Gas Turbine Life Assessment - Theory and Application
 — What does life assessment mean?

 — How to assess life of critical components?

 —  How does it relate to the operation and maintenance of gas 
turbines?

  The material degradation associated with the mechanical and 
thermal loads experienced by gas turbine components during 
service result in life consumption and subsequent need for 
inspection and potential replacement of parts against defined criteria 
in order to reduce risk of failure to an acceptable level.

  Depending on operational particulars, components could reach 
end-of-life well before, or significantly past the nominal life limits.  Life 
assessment is the process used to more accurately identify 
consumed and remaining service life of critical components in the 
hot gas path, rotor and casings of gas turbines.

  The presentation will cover the theory of life assessment, with 
discussion of the degradation mechanisms, inspection and 
assessment methodologies, along with examples of how this 
approach has been applied to specific GT installations.

  Dr Matt Smillie, Consultant Engineer, Quest Integrity NZL Limited

12:20 Q&A Session

12.40 Lunch

13:40  CASE STUDY   |    Avoiding shutdown of LNG processing 
facilities

  Peter McGuigan, Global LNG Market Manager - Gas Turbine 
Filtration (GTF), Parker

14:20  Improving the maintenance capacity of gas turbine 
operations

  Sebastian Moerl, Managing Director, MTU Australia

14:50 Session to be advised

15:20 Q&A Session

15:30  CLOSING   |   Closing remarks from the Chair and afternoon 
refreshments

DAY 2Australian Gas Turbines Conference 
Friday 15 November 2019

SPONSORSHIP AND EXHIBITION OPPORTUNITIES

Excellent opportunities are available to showcase your brand, services 
or products for this well known and targeted industry event.

For further information, please contact: 

Megan Rogulski, Sponsorship Manager 

Phone: (02) 9080 4030 

Email: megan.rogulski@informa.com.au

15:20 Refreshment break

15:50  TECHNOLOGY SHOWCASE   |   Analysis & Life Extension of 
Hot Gas Path Gas Turbine Components 

 —  Methodologies utilized in HGP analysis

 —  Advanced repair methodologies for life extension of rotating and 
static components

 —  Single crystal asset solutions

  Tony Mansfield, General Manager, APAC,  
Mechanical Dynamics & Analysis LLC

16:30  CASE STUDY   |    Analysis, re-design and implementation of 
engineered solutions to gas turbine component issues

  This case study highlights the analysis of gas turbine design issues, 
the engineering study and solutions to not only solve the existing 
problem, but to improve the design to reduce or even prevent future 
re-occurrence of the specific issue. Solutions are based on best 

practices available in gas turbines by different make and model 
which contribute to win-win situation.

  Ervin Mom, Product Manager Parts - Rotating Equipment Services, 
Sulzer

17:10 Q&A Session

 Closing remarks from the Chair 

17:30 Networking drinks in the exhibition space

OFFICIAL CONFERENCE 
DINNER
19:00

Venue: Ahgora Restaurant – Glebe



For full terms and conditions, please visit:
www.informa.com.au/gasturbines
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*SPECIAL GTUF MEMBER RATE : There is a special discounted conference rate for 
members of the Gas Turbines Users Forum (GTUF). To see if you qualify for the $1,995 + GST 
discounted rate please email the conference manager: diana.c.lauzi@informa.com

Pricing Details
Register Early & Save Early Bird Rate 

Book & pay by 1 October 2019

Standard Rate
Book & pay from 2 October 2019

Conference Package PRICE GST TOTAL SAVE PRICE GST TOTAL

Two day conference $2,595 $259.50 $2,854.50  $400 $2,995 $299.50 $3,294.50 

GTUF Member rate* $1,995 $199.50 $2,194.50

Official Dinner $150 $15 $165

VENUE DETAILS

Aerial UTS Function Centre, UTS Building 10,  
Level 7, 235 Jones Street, Ultimo, NSW 2007

Phone: +61 (02) 9514 1632


